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MLA FORMAT FOR A VARIETY OF SOURCES:

**Book:**


**Magazine:**


**Newspaper:**


**Scholarly Journal:**


**Website:**


**Film:**


**TV Show:**


**Personal Interview:**

John, Marjorie. Personal Interview, 4 May 2017.

**Two or more works by the same author:**


Works Cited

[Proper MLA Format IN TEXT examples]


(---) It, Viking Press, 2015. [when you cite multiple works by the same author, after the first author’s listed name usage use the abbreviated for of “ ---.” to signify multiple works by the same author or same group of authors.]


[MLA format: the “A, An, The” Rule, when an unsigned article or title begins with the word “A, An, The”, alphabetize according to the word after; example “A Shot to the Heart” would be alphabetized under “S” for “Shot”]
Proper In Text Citation for each Source listed from sample Works Cited page:

(Avengers: Age of Ultron).

(Bendis et al. 123).

(John).

(Johnson and Nelson).

(Jolin 86).

(King, Carrie 135).

(King, It 23).

(“Pilot”).

(Rocker 15).

(Walner 30).

(The Wizard of Oz)